The legacy of the Enlightenment is good historical fodder these days. Ten-a-penny are conferences, workshops and publications that ponder the double-edged sword of reason, the social control in the underbelly of science and the disciplining power of humane institutions. So pervasive is the Enlightenment in the present it is possible to forget to ask whether sometimes it is also just a folk memory, whether its appearances and substance can be acted out without its---and I thought I would never use the word---*Zeitgeist*. The Medical Society of London (MSL), the archetype of an Enlightenment creation, might well have been founded for a future historian to use as a microcosm for demonstrating eighteenth-century medical ideals and enterprise. The MSL could also have persisted to the present day (which it does) for that same historian to explore apparent continuity of form over nearly 250 years of radical change. This is not quite the task Penelope Hunting has set herself. None the less, this admirably researched and well-written book can be used to address these questions as well as to celebrate what is described by HRH The Duke of Edinburgh in the Foreword as a "thriving professional body in the heart of London" (p. xii).

The Society was founded in 1773 mainly on the initiative of the Quaker physician John Coakley Lettsom. From the first it was an orthodox, medical broad church. Its membership comprised apothecaries, surgeons and physicians. The latter were primarily licentiates of the London College and the "High Church" Oxbridge Fellows of the College were less in evidence among the membership. In the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries case reporting, epidemic disease, natural history, medical education and teaching, military and naval medicine, dispensary practice and exploration busied the Society\'s Fellows. Papers were presented to them in rooms where a library and museum were also housed. Besides being a model Enlightenment medical institution, the MSL was also home to the internal factionalism of a profession without a clear identity. It was ripped apart in its early years by medico-chirurgical jousting for power. Lettsom\'s status, diplomacy and wealth did much to keep it together.

Hunting gives a distinct sense of being happiest in this era. She conveys a feeling for the richness of her material without being able to present more than a fraction of it. Her journey through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries is slightly more breathless. During this time the Society remained eclectic in its membership although as the profession consolidated it became distinctly more respectable and lost some of the fox terrier qualities that graced its early days. Few were the medical dignitaries who have not been associated with it in the last 200 years. A list of Presidents (appended) is a roll of the great and good. Lister left the MSL his library.

The late twentieth century brought into sharp focus the issue of the role of a medical society still in some indefinable sense committed to Enlightenment values in a modern age. The Fellows of the Society have been rightly proud of its fine library yet disposing of it was the preferred solution to ensuring the institution\'s survival as a research forum and dining club. Yet proud though the founders were of their books, they comprised a *working* library. What was sold was a *heritage*. The issue of continuity and change could hardly have been more clearly drawn.

This book provokes a number of interesting historical questions which it has not been the author\'s task to address. For example, to what extent did the MSL function as a London medical club? Unlike Edinburgh, London\'s University was never a locus around which the medically successful could congeal. Second, what were the political relations between the elderly, distinguished MSL and the upstart but chartered Royal Society of Medicine? For the Fellows of the MSL this volume is a handsome tribute to their institution. For the historian, Hunting, by her scrupulous chronicling and footnoting, has indicated what a major, largely untapped, archival resource the MSL still is. The author is rarely in error but the painting of Lettsom at his Grove Hill home could not have been sold to the Wellcome Trust in 1917 (p. 6). The Trust (which, incidentally, bought bulk of the MSL\'s library) was not established until 1936.
